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► Day 13 – 12.02.2020 
 

“Must reads” (12/02/2020) 
Backer, J. A., et al. (2020). "Incubation period of 2019 novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) infections among travellers from 

Wuhan, China, 20–28 January 2020." Eurosurveillance 25(5): 2000062. 

 In January 2020, an increasing number of cases confirmed to be infected with 2019-nCoV were detected 

outside Wuhan. For 88 cases detected between 20 and 28 January, the travel history (to and) from Wuhan is 

known, as well as their symptom onset date. Their ages range from 2 to 72 years of age (information missing 

for four cases); 31 were female and 57 were male. During this initial stage of the epidemic, it is most likely 

that these travellers were infected in Wuhan. Consequently, their time spent in Wuhan can be taken as the 

duration of exposure to infection. Of these 88 cases with known travel history, 63 were Wuhan residents who 

travelled elsewhere and 25 were visitors who stayed in Wuhan for a limited time. By taking the date of 

symptom onset and travel history together, we inferred the possible incubation period for each of these 

cases. The data used for this analysis has been translated from Chinese sources such as provincial centres of 

disease control, and made publicly available [8]. We took the data as available on 29 January 2020 

(Supplementary Material S1).  

Categories: **must reads; EPI 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.2807/1560-7917.ES.2020.25.5.2000062  

 
Cowling, B. J. and G. M. Leung "Epidemiological research priorities for public health control of the ongoing global 

novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) outbreak." Eurosurveillance. 

 Infections with 2019-nCoV can spread from person to person, and in the earliest phase of the outbreak the 

basic reproductive number was estimated to be around 2.2, assuming a mean serial interval of 7.5 days [2]. 

The serial interval was not precisely estimated, and a potentially shorter mean serial interval would have 

corresponded to a slightly lower basic reproductive number. Control measures and changes in population 

behaviour later in January should have reduced the effective reproductive number. However, it is too early to 

estimate whether the effective reproductive number has been  reduced to below the critical threshold of 1 

because cases currently being detected and reported would have mostly been infected in mid - to late-

January. Average delays between infection and illness onset have been estimated at around 5–6 days, with 

an upper limit of around 11-14 days [2,5], and delays from illness onset to laboratory confirmation added a 

further 10 days on average [2].  

Categories: **must reads; EPI 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.2807/1560-7917.ES.2020.25.6.2000110  

 
 

 

Topics: case series, clinical, epi, virology (12/02/2020) 
 

Arabi, Y. M., et al. (2020). "Critical care management of adults with community-acquired severe respiratory viral 

infection." Intensive Care Medicine. 

 With the expanding use of molecular assays, viral pathogens are increasingly recognized among critically ill 

adult patients with community-acquired severe respiratory illness; studies have detected respiratory viral 

infections (RVIs) in 17–53% of such patients. In addition, novel pathogens including zoonotic coronaviruses 

like the agents causing Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), Middle East Respiratory Syndrome 

(MERS) and the 2019 novel coronavirus (2019 nCoV) are still being identified. Patients with severe RVIs 

requiring ICU care present typically with hypoxemic respiratory failure. Oseltamivir is the most widely used 

neuraminidase inhibitor for treatment of influenza; data suggest that early use is associated with reduced 
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mortality in critically ill patients with influenza. At present, there are no antiviral therapies of proven efficacy 

for other severe RVIs. Several adjunctive pharmacologic interventions have been studied for their 

immunomodulatory effects, including macrolides, corticosteroids, cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitors, sirolimus, 

statins, anti-influenza immune plasma, and vitamin C, but none is recommended at present in severe RVIs. 

Evidence-based supportive care is the mainstay for management of severe respiratory viral infection. Non-

invasive ventilation in patients with severe RVI causing acute hypoxemic respiratory failure and pneumonia is 

associated with a high likelihood of transition to invasive ventilation. Limited existing knowledge highlights 

the need for data regarding supportive care and adjunctive pharmacologic therapy that is specific for 

critically ill patients with severe RVI. There is a need for more pragmatic and efficient designs to test different 

therapeutics both individually and in combination.  

Categories: clinical 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.1007/s00134-020-05943-5  

 
Kui, L., et al. (2020). "Clinical characteristics of novel coronavirus cases in tertiary hospitals in Hubei Province." Chin 

Med J (Engl): 10.1097/CM1099.0000000000000744.  

 BACKGROUND: A novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) causing an outbreak of pneumonia in Wuhan, Hubei 

province of China was isolated in January 2020. This study aims to investigate its epidemiologic history, and 

analyzed the clinical characteristics, treatment regimens, and prognosis of patients infected with 2019-nCoV 

during this outbreak. METHODS: Clinical data from 137 2019-nCoV-infected patients admitted to the 

respiratory departments of nine tertiary hospitals in Hubei province from December 30, 2019 to January 24, 

2020 were collected, including general status, clinical manifestations, laboratory test results, imaging 

characteristics, and treatment regimens. RESULTS: None of the 137 patients (61 males, 76 females, aged 20 -

83 years, mean age 55 ± 16 years) had a definite history of exposure to Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market. 

Major initial symptoms included fever (112/137, 81.8%), coughing (66/137, 48.2%), and muscle pain or 

fatigue (44/137, 32.1%), with other, less typical initial symptoms observed at low frequency, including heart 

palpitations, diarrhea, and headache. Nearly 80% of the patients had normal or decreased white blood cell 

counts, and 72.3% (99/137) had lymphocytopenia. Lung involvement was present in all cases, with most 

chest computed tomography scans showing lesions in multiple lung lobes, some of which were dense; 

ground-glass opacity co-existed with consolidation shadows or cord-like shadows. Given the lack of effective 

drugs, treatment focused on symptomatic and respiratory support. Immunoglobulin G was delivered to 

some critically ill patients according to their condition. Systemic corticosteroid treatment did not show 

significant benefits. Notably, early respiratory support facilitated disease recovery and improved prognosis. 

The risk of death was primarily associated with age, underlying chronic diseases, and median interval from 

the appearance of initial symptoms to dyspnea. CONCLUSIONS: The majority of patients with 2019-nCoV 

coronavirus pneumonia present with fever as the first symptom, and most of them still showed typical 

manifestations of viral pneumonia on chest imaging. Middle-aged and elderly patients with underlying 

comorbidities are susceptible to respiratory failure and may have a poorer prognosis.  

Categories: case reports/series 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.1097/CM9.0000000000000744  

 
Li, X., et al. (2020). "Bat origin of a new human coronavirus: there and back again." Science China Life Sciences. 

Categories: EPI; virology 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.1007/s11427-020-1645-7  

Liu, Y., et al. (2020). "Clinical and biochemical indexes from 2019-nCoV infected patients linked to viral loads and lung 

injury." Science China Life Sciences. 

 The outbreak of the 2019-nCoV infection began in December 2019 in Wuhan, Hubei province, and rapidly 

spread to many provinces in China as well as other countries. Here we report the epidemiological, clinical, 

laboratory, and radiological characteristics, as well as potential biomarkers for predicting disease severity in 

2019-nCoV-infected patients in Shenzhen, China. All 12 cases of the 2019-nCoV-infected patients developed 

pneumonia and half of them developed acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). The  most common 

laboratory abnormalities were hypoalbuminemia, lymphopenia, decreased percentage of lymphocytes (LYM) 

and neutrophils (NEU), elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), and decreased 

CD8 count. The viral load of 2019-nCoV detected from patient respiratory tracts was positively linked to lung 
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disease severity. ALB, LYM, LYM (%), LDH, NEU (%), and CRP were highly correlated to the acute lung injury. 

Age, viral load, lung injury score, and blood biochemistry indexes, albumin  (ALB), CRP, LDH, LYM (%), LYM, 

and NEU (%), may be predictors of disease severity. Moreover, the Angiotensin II level in the plasma sample 

from 2019-nCoV infected patients was markedly elevated and linearly associated to viral load and lung 

injury. Our results suggest a number of potential diagnosis biomarkers and angiotensin receptor blocker 

(ARB) drugs for potential repurposing treatment of 2019-nCoV infection. 

Categories: clinical 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.1007/s11427-020-1643-8  

 
Nishiura, H., et al. (2020). "Initial Cluster of Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Infections in Wuhan, China Is Consistent 

with Substantial Human-to-Human Transmission 

Novel Coronavirus Outbreak in Wuhan, China, 2020: Intense Surveillance Is Vital for Preventing Sustained 

Transmission in New Locations." Journal of Clinical Medicine 9(2). 

 Reanalysis of the epidemic curve from the initial cluster of cases with novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) in 

December 2019 indicates substantial human-to-human transmission. It is possible that the common 

exposure history at a seafood market in Wuhan originated from the human -to-human transmission events 

within the market, and the early, strong emphasis that market exposure indicated an imal-to-human 

transmission was potentially the result of observer bias. To support the hypothesis of zoonotic origin of 

2019-nCoV stemming from the Huanan seafood market, the index case should have had exposure history 

related to the market and the virus should have been identified from animals sold at the market. As these 

requirements remain unmet, zoonotic spillover at the market must not be overemphasized. The outbreak of 

pneumonia originating in Wuhan, China, has generated 24,500 confirmed cases, including 492 deaths, as of 

5 February 2020. The virus (2019-nCoV) has spread elsewhere in China and to 24 countries, including South 

Korea, Thailand, Japan and USA. Fortunately, there has only been limited human -to-human transmission 

outside of China. Here, we assess the risk of sustained transmission whenever the coronavirus arrives in other 

countries. Data describing the times from symptom onset to hospitalisation for 47 patients infected early in 

the current outbreak are used to generate an estimate for the p robability that an imported case is followed 

by sustained human-to-human transmission. Under the assumptions that the imported case is representative 

of the patients in China, and that the 2019-nCoV is similarly transmissible to the SARS coronavirus, the 

probability that an imported case is followed by sustained human-to-human transmission is 0.41 (credible 

interval [0.27, 0.55]). However, if the mean time from symptom onset to hospitalisation can be halved by 

intense surveillance, then the probability that an imported case leads to sustained transmission is only 0.012 

(credible interval [0, 0.099]). This emphasises the importance of current surveillance efforts in countries 

around the world, to ensure that the ongoing outbreak will not become a global pande mic. 

Categories: EPI; reservoir 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.3390/jcm9020488  

 
Quilty, B. J., et al. (2020). "Effectiveness of airport screening at detecting travellers  infected with novel coronavirus 

(2019-nCoV)." Eurosurveillance 25(5): 2000080. 

 We simulated 100 2019-nCoV infected travellers planning to board a flight who would pose a risk for 

seeding transmission in a new region. The duration of travel was considered  as the flight time plus a small 

amount of additional travel time (ca 1 hour) for airport procedures. We assumed that infected individuals will 

develop symptoms, including fever, at the end of their incubation period (mean 5.2 days (Table)) [8] and 

progress to more severe symptoms after a few days, resulting in hospitalisation and isolation. We also took 

into account that individuals may have asymptomatic (subclinical) infection that would not be detected by 

thermal scanning or cause them to seek medical care, although these individuals may be infectious, and that 

infected travellers may exhibit severe symptoms during their travel and be hospitalised upon arrival without 

undergoing entry screening. We then estimated the proportion of infected travellers who would be detected 

by exit and entry screening, develop severe symptoms during travel, or go undetected, under varying 

assumptions of: (i) the duration of travel; (ii) the sensitivity of exit and entry screening; (iii) the proportion of 

asymptomatic infections; (iv) the incubation period and (v) the time from symptom onset to hospitalisation 

(Table). 

Categories: EPI 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.2807/1560-7917.ES.2020.25.5.2000080  
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Ryu, S. and B. C. Chun (2020). "An interim review of the epidemiological characteristics of 2019 novel coronavirus." 

Epidemiol Health 42(0): e2020006-2020000. 

 OBJECTIVES: The 2019 novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) from Wuhan, China is currently recognized as a public 

health emergency of global concern. METHODS: We reviewed the currently available literature to provide 

up-to-date guidance on control measures to be implemented by public health authorities. RESULTS: Some of 

the epidemiological characteristics of 2019-nCoV have been identified. However, there remain considerable 

uncertainties, which should be considered when providing guidance to public health authorities on control 

measures. CONCLUSIONS: Additional studies incorporating more detailed information f rom confirmed cases 

would be valuable. 

Categories: EPI; systematic reviews 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.4178/epih.e2020006  

 
Zhang, Y. H., et al. (2020). "2019-novel coronavirus infection in a three-month-old baby." Zhonghua er ke za zhi = 

Chinese journal of pediatrics 58(0): E006-E006. 

Categories: case reports/series 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.3760/cma.j.issn.0578-1310.2020.0006  

 
 

 

Topic:  editorials, commentaries, narrative reviews (12/02/2020) 
 

Aricò, D. C. M. (2020). "2019-nCoV: Polite with children!" Pediatric Reports. 2020;12(1). 

 A novel epidemic is challenging the global health care system. Starting from probably November to 

December 2019, another Coronavirus entered the arena of human pathogens, to be then defined 2019 - 

nCoV [...].  

Categories: commentaries/reviews/letter 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.4081/pr.2020.8495   

 
 

Cohen, J. (2020). "Labs scramble to spot hidden coronavirus infections." Science. 

 The seeming precision of the global tallies of cases and deaths caused by the novel coronavirus now 

spreading from Wuhan, China belies an alarming fact. ... (A study group of the International Committee on 

Taxonomy of Viruses christened the novel virus severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, or SARS -

CoV-2, the same day). But many news stories have reported shortages of diagnostics in Hubei. 

Categories: commentaries/reviews/letter 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.1126/science.abb2651  

 
Guo, D. (2020). "Old Weapon for New Enemy: Drug Repurposing for Treatment of Newly Emerging Viral Diseases." 

Virologica Sinica. 

 In a very recent work by a research team led by Drs. Gengfu Xiao, Wu Zhong and Zhihong Hu, the antiviral 

efficiency of the FDA-approved drugs including ribavirin, penciclovir, nitazoxanide, nafamostat, chloroquine 

(CQ) and two well-known broad-spectrum antiviral drugs remdesivir (RDV, GS-5734) and favipiravir (T-705) 

were evaluated against a clinical isolate of 2019-nCoV in a cell culture infection model (Wang et al.2020). The 

authors found that two compounds CQ (EC50 value?=?1.13 µmol/L; CC50?>?100 µmol/L, SI?>?88.50) and 

RDV (EC50?=?0.77 µmol/L; CC50?>?100 µmol/L; SI?>?129.87) potently blocked virus infection at low -

micromolar concentration and showed high selectivity index (SI). From the in vitro results, these two 

compounds appear promising to be transformed into clinical drugs for treatment of 2019-nCoV 

infections.AU - Guo, Deyin 

Categories: commentaries/reviews/letter 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.1007/s12250-020-00204-7  
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Li, T. G. and M. Wang (2020). "Be alert to superposed effect of seasonal influenza while fighting against novel 

coronavirus pneumonia." Zhonghua yu fang yi xue za zhi [Chinese journal of preventive medicine] 54(0): E002-E002. 

 The novel coronavirus pneumonia (NCP) continues to spread throughout the country, and the prevention 

and control of the epidemic has entered a critical period. However, southern cities with severe outbreaks are 

about to enter the seasonal influenza season. We should strengthen the epidemiological investigation, 

optimize the laboratory testing strategy, take effective measures, strengthen the prevention and control of 

influenza epidemic, and minimize the interference to the new coronavirus epidemic.  

Categories: N/A 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.3760/cma.j.issn.0253-9624.2020.0002  

 Lowe, D. (2020). "Antiviral Theatrics?" Science. 

 This, though, is an official organ of the Chinese state – none more so – showing all sorts of white-fog-

spraying devices being deployed outdoors, with the caption “Full-front disinfection work has started in 

#Wuhan, an effort to contain the spread of #coronavirus“. ... Maybe there’s something in the mix that 

someone thinks will do some good against coronavirus particles – I doubt if they’re correct, if so – or maybe 

the whole thing is just meant to show that the Authorities Are Do ing Something. 

Categories: commentaries/reviews/letter 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.1126/scitranslmed.abb2600  

Mahase, E. (2020). "Coronavirus: global stocks of protective gear are depleted, with demand at “100 times” normal 

level, WHO warns."  368: m543. 

 The demand for personal protective equipment such as masks and respirators is 100 times the normal level, 

and costs have skyrocketed to around 20 times their usual price, the World Health Orga nization has 

reported.WHO warned of “severe disruption” in the market for personal protective equipment and said that 

worldwide stocks were “now insufficient” to meet demand. The warning came from …  

Categories: commentaries/reviews/letter 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.m543  

 
Nature (2020). "Coronavirus latest: WHO officially names disease COVID-19." Nature. 

 The World Health Organization has officially named the disease caused by the coronavirus COVID-19. This 

will replace various monikers and hashtags given to the emerging illness over the past few weeks. Most 

recently, on 8 February, China’s National Health Commission decided to temporarily call the disease novel 

coronavirus pneumonia, or NCP. But because viruses continue to spread from animals to people, this 

coronavirus won’t be novel for long.  

Categories: commentaries/reviews/letter 

Full text: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00154-w  

 
Nature (2020). "Rapid outbreak response requires trust." Nature Microbiology 5(2): 227-228. 

Categories: commentaries/reviews/letter 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.1038/s41564-020-0670-8  

 Reusken, C. B. E. M., et al. (2020). "Laboratory readiness and response for novel coronavirus (2019 -nCoV) in expert 

laboratories in 30 EU/EEA countries, January 2020." Eurosurveillance. 

 Timely detection of novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) infection cases is crucial to interrupt the spread of this 

virus. We assessed the required expertise and capacity for molecular detection of 2019-nCoV in specialised 

laboratories in 30 European Union/European Economic Area (EU/EEA) countries. Thirty-eight laboratories in 

24 EU/EEA countries had diagnostic tests available by 29 January 2020. A coverage of all EU/EEA countries 

was expected by mid-February. Availability of primers/probes, positive controls and personnel were main 

implementation barriers. 

Categories: N/A 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.2807/1560-7917.ES.2020.25.6.2000082  
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SA, R. R. K. (2020). "Brief review of coronavirus for healthcare professionals February 10, 2020." Southwest Journal of 

Pulmonary and Critical Care. 2020;20(2):69-70. 

 A novel epidemic is challenging the global health care system. Starting from probably No vember to 

December 2019, another Coronavirus entered the arena of human pathogens, to be then defined 2019 - 

nCoV [...]. 

Categories: commentaries/reviews/letter 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.13175/swjpcc011-20  

 
Swerdlow, D. L. and L. Finelli (2020). "Preparation for Possible Sustained Transmission of 2019 Novel Coronavirus: 

Lessons From Previous Epidemics." Jama: 10.1001/jama.2020.1960. 

Categories: commentaries/reviews/letter 

Full text: https://doi.org/10.1001/jama.2020.1960  
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